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	Reason for Nomination: Throughout this past year I have had the opportunity to learn from Dr. Rosenblum at both of his private family medicine offices, seeing patients that range from 1 week old to 98 years old. Dr. Rosenblum has delivered generations of families, and continues to see them throughout their life, watching generations grow, essentially becoming a family entity. He is the physician to hold their patient's hand and experience their loss with them, as well as the physician to hug his patients after a successful childbirth. His attention to detail with his patients is inspiring, and highlights the importance of interpersonal relationships towards physician rapport, patient-compliance and improved healthcare outcomes for his patients. Even as Dr. R was faced with the economic and staffing challenges as a private practice owner, his passion for the autonomy of his patients and the healthcare he provides persevered when half of the private practices in the countries subsided to corporate healthcare networks. Dr. Rosenblum will sit with  a patient as long as necessary to answer all of their questions, thoroughly review their chart to avoid missing anything for his patients, and coordinates appointments, prescriptions, and care around every patient's personal preference. Dr. Rosenblum embodies intelligence, authenticity, compassion, and empathy that accentuate his communication with his patients. As I part from my time precepting with him, I reflect on the wide breadth of medical knowledge he taught me, but more importantly I hope to take with me Dr. Rosenblum's warmth and compassionate approach towards patients. While I think he is deserving of each reward, his camaraderie with his patients is what stands out the most, and makes him an outstanding candidate for this award.
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